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Public attitudes toward policing



Public confidence in policing: why do we care? 

• Crucial to ‘policing by consent’ 

• Leads to satisfaction, cooperation and people's willingness to 
get involved

• Studies suggest public trust in policing is declining (despite 
lower crime rates)  

• To measure & improve public trust/confidence we need to 
understand what it involves and what people think about it 



A two-fold approach

1. Using the existing PAS survey data we investigated

a) How public confidence varies with the social demographics, 
using geodemographics

b) How to provide neighbourhood level estimates and 
predictions, using small area estimation

2. To gain deep understanding of people’s perceptions and 
expectations (their mental models) in policing, based on 
interviews



Understanding social demographic variations
Geodemographics and public confidence

Research conducted by Chris Gale



Geodemographics

• Geodemographics is “ the analysis of people by where they 

live”

• Similar people are more likely to live within the same locality, 

have similar lifestyles, and share similar views

• Profiles of neighbourhoods can be used to tailor public 

confidence interventions



Geodemographics



Urban Elites

Research conducted by Chris Gale



Multi-ethnic suburbs

Research conducted by Chris Gale



MOPAC London neighbourhood profiles





Modelling and predicting neighbourhood trends
Small area estimation



Intelligence for local policing

• Local policing efforts drive changes in public confidence

• Reliable, neighbourhood level intelligence is needed

• Existing survey data is very sparse at this level

• Because public confidence is correlated in 

spacetime we can use this to address data

sparsity with a Bayesian hierarchical approach



Local estimates and predictions
Empirical public confidence levels Estimated and predicted public confidence levels
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Deeper understanding of public perceptions
Mental modelling



Are confidence and trust the same?

• The lack of a theoretical & conceptual framework

• Confidence in decision-making theory, lack of risk and 
affective elements

• Trust is ‘mature’ philosophically, theoretically and empirically

• Smith (2005) discussed confidence and trust in health and 
explained that to improve each different interventions are 
needed.



• Trust: as trustor’s willingness to depend on the trustee (i.e. person, 
institution etc) 

• Requires risk and uncertainty otherwise it does not exist! 
• It has both affective and cognitive dimensions.
• To improve it we need to understand what are the trustee attributes 

that will influence the trustor’s cognitive and affective trust 
perceptions



Mental Models Approach: What it is 

Mental models are ready-made constructions of knowledge, 
which help us make sense of the world, reason, learn and 
which direct our behavior.

• Mental models methodology will help us 
understand:
a. what people think about ‘trust in 

policing’; 
b. their gaps and misconceptions; 
c. their vocabulary
d. their needs and expectations

http://www.metaproducts.nl/img/book/illustrations/mentalModels.png


Interviews with 5 experts

Interviews with 25 non-experts 

• 10 people in Barking and Dagenham who work closely with the 
police

• 5 victims of crime in Barking and Dagenham

• 10 random people in London

About half of them were females and half males

Different educational backgrounds

Most 35+ years old

Mental Models Approach: How 
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Public-Police Interaction (I)

Standardise police-public interactions to address 
trustee attributes (i.e. looking professional, ‘ethics 
of care’)

Explain to the public what police do public and 
what they don’t 

Communicate success stories via all media forms!

Be more caring (build affective trust)

Talk to women, children, young people more…



Public-Police Interaction (II)
The more people interact with police the more their 
trust is improved! 

Engagement activities that engage emotion will really 
improve trust (emphasis on affective trust). e.g. 
publish on social media stories from daily life of 
police officer, ride along scheme…

• “I don’t in any way, shape or form accept any theory that says 
if only we told the public more about what we did, or explain 
things better they would trust us better or have confidence in 
us. Because that feels to me as we are saying we know better 
than the public and we don’t know better than the public, as 
public knows better than we do’



Thank you!


